Confidence with Color in Quilting

Instructor: Lauren Kingsland

You will be creating your own workbook about color which will have as many pages in it as you choose to complete. Some students may wish to repeat a given exercise in several colorways which will require additional card stock, muslin blanks and page protectors.

For paper exercises -
Paper scissors
Glossy magazine with color pictures to cut up
Glue stick
Ruler
Pencil
1” looseleaf binder
* Color wheel of any size
* Clear page protector sheets for the binder - about 20 pages
* White card stock paper 8.5 x 11” - 12 to 15 sheets

For fabric exercises
* 8 x 10” muslin squares - 12 to 15
* Paper backed fusible webbing such as WonderUnder OR SteamASeam 2 - 2 yards.
* An assortment of quilting fabrics, prints and solids, in a variety of different colors including red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple in light, medium and dark values. Neutrals, black and white will also be needed for week 2. Pieces should be at least 2 1/2” strips or 7” squares or larger. Fat quarters are ideal.
* Rotary cutter, mat and ruler (small version is fine) OR fabric scissors
* Additional fabric for backing plus and batting if you wish to make mini quilts

Lauren’s “Pop Up Shop” will have an assortment of fabrics available for student purchase to supplement their stash.